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T he Middle Dutch Roman van Walewein (Romance of
Gauvain, ca. 1260) was written by two authors, Penninc

and Vostaert. Only one manuscript containing the complete
text, explicitly dated as copied in the year 1350, is left to us.
Some fragments of another, probably somewhat younger
manuscript contain about 400 lines. The text in the complete
manuscript consists of 11,202 lines of rhyming verse. The
manuscript was written by two clerks. The first seems to have
written the lines 1-5.781 and the second the lines 5,782-11,202.

The second author, Vostaert, explicitly claims to have added
about 3,300 lines to Penninc's text. Because scholars of Middle
Dutch literature came up with other amounts, we decided to try
out modern authorship attribution techniques to find out whether
these would point to a specific line in the text where the text
before and the text after contrasts most. We used a lexical
richness measure, Udney Yule's Characteristic K, and Burrows's
Delta, measuring the differences of frequencies of the most
frequent words in different parts of the text. We split the text
into largely overlapping parts of 2000 lines, moving through
the text in order to search for an exact line in the text where the
contrast before and after would be the most significant. For
measuring Burrows's Delta this meant that for the sake of our
focus on one text (or two, in a way), we considered the text as
a  group of texts' and every  part' of 2000 lines as a separate
text, to be compared with the other 'texts'.

Figure 1: Lexical Richness according to Yule's K.

At the conference in Gothenburg in 2004 we were able to show
that both measures yielded the lines 7,881-2 as the point of the
most contrast. In Fig. 1 we present the results of Yule's K for
that part of the text and in Fig. 2 the results of our creative use
of Burrows's Delta can be found. It is very intriguing that both
measurements point to the same place in the text. This suggests
that line 7,882 could very well be the place where Vostaert took
over from Penninc.

Figure 2: Differences in frequencies of the 150 most frequent words according
to Burrows's Delta

We continue our research by concentrating on a quantitative
analysis of the differences between the two parts of the text.
What are in fact the lexical differences between the text parts
before and after line 7,881-2? To find out, we made a list of
lemmata (headwords, comprising all spelling variants or
inflections etc. of a word) that occur significantly more in the
lines before and in the lines after. The top of this list looks as
follows:

>0.05242999stdev

0.0166mean

z-scorePenninc

15.72930.8413zijnbe, his

15.02170.8042ikI

12.63280.6790mijme

9.33250.5059gijyou

7.73640.4223mijnmy, mine

5.70600.3158mogenmay

5.32220.2957hetit
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4.76630.2665staanstand

4.47750.2514wijwe

4.12240.2328heerlord

3.86920.2195datthat

3.75870.2137geneyonder

3.74650.2131uwyour

3.67930.2095uyou

3.53870.2022zeggensay

3.31240.1903godgod

3.06630.1774levenlive

2.92900.1702komencome

2.83590.1653moetenneed

2.83000.1650poortgate

2.73160.1599ziensee

2.58980.1524knaapsquire

2.51570.1485doethen

2.51500.1485gevengive

2.50430.1479welwell, rather

2.49310.1474overover

2.45550.1454koningking

2.34450.1396dusthus

2.33750.1392blijvenstay

2.09920.1267binneninside

2.02750.1229nenot

1.87070.1147aanat

1.66230.1038zullenshall

1.65500.1034jijyou

1.61110.1011trouwloyal

1.60750.1009gaango

1.50930.0958serpentserpent

1.50300.0954latenallow

1.42800.0915begerendesire

1.35690.0878dagday

1.24810.0821waarwhere

1.22110.0807alall

0.03920838stdev

0.0167mean

z-scoreVostaert

15.47550.6234diethe, this

10.06140.4112hijhe

8.93530.3670teto

8.90710.3659ridderknight

8.26130.3406grootlarge

7.35730.3051hertogduke

7.10020.2951zeervery, pain

6.93550.2886zijthey, she

6.77570.2823waleweinWalewein

6.58460.2748daarthere

5.33970.2260zoso, thus

5.29240.2242vanof

4.27670.1844isabeleIsabele

4.19770.1813jonkvrouwmaiden

3.67280.1607slaanhit, slay

3.09980.1382inin

3.01600.1349horshorse

3.01170.1348hoehow

2.97740.1334zelfself

2.96620.1330anderother

2.70680.1228vosfox

2.62450.1196geenno

2.56120.1171toeto

2.46010.1131manman

2.31530.1074menigmany

2.18450.1023zwartblack

2.08590.0985ookalso

2.07390.0980beginnenbegin

2.04650.0969wantbecause

2.02520.0961stoutbrave

2.01550.0957sprekenspeak

1.97790.0942totto

1.93520.0925helmhelmet

1.91690.0918men(some)one

1.90090.0912liefsweet

1.89530.0910opon

1.82900.0884bloedblood

1.80270.0873enand

1.74850.0852lopenwalk

1.66720.0820goedertierenmerciful
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1.64660.0812stondehour

1.62620.0804doendo

[etc.]

Summarizing, Penninc makes significantly more use of the first
and second person of the personal pronoun, in contrast to a
significantly higher use of the third person by Vostaert. Penninc
also applies a lot more modal verbs. But why? Are there several
reasons for these differences, or can all be explained by only
one or two  special effects' of the individual authors?

The first hypothesis we will explore is that a difference in the
amount of dialogue between the two parts of the text may give
rise to several of the differences we have found. The paper will
investigate whether this is the case. We will present an analysis
of the vocabulary of both authors differentiating between
dialogue, narrator's text, and  erlebte Rede' (narrated
monologue). We will also list other possibly differentiating
elements and test whether these play a part in the contrast we
discovered by using Yule's K and Burrows's Delta. This
qualitative phase in the research is meant to yield an overview
of elements contributing to the (quantitative) contrast on the
one hand, and to lead us to a list of key elements in the lexicon
of the two authors on the other. The list of actual differences
will be the input for a new quantitative and qualitative literary
analysis of the character and voice of Penninc and Vostaert.
Furthermore, we will look forward to the next purely quantitative
step we hope to take, in which the results of the above can help
us to establish a formula for authorship distinction in the genre
of Middle Dutch Arthurian Romance, and help us, so to speak,
to leap from the mining to the modelling of the differences.
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